
Teaching Professionals

 A key to growing tennis is 
ensuring that teaching 
professionals, who are 
tasked with introducing and 

retaining players, are at the top of their 
games. To that end, and in collabora-
tion with both the U.S. Professional 
Tennis Association and Professional 
Tennis Registry, the USTA says it will 
roll out core competency requirements 
for teaching pros. 

     The rollout is planned for 2021, but 
now, with the uncertainty surrounding 
the e� ects of the coronavirus pandem-
ic, that timeline may change.

“We interviewed a large segment of 
stakeholders in the industry,” explains 
USTA-U Senior Manager Steve Keller. 
“To increase standards and become 
comparable with other coaching 
systems [in terms of certifi cation], we 
felt it was critical to make an impactful 
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change by improving the delivery sys-
tem of the game, attract more people 
into teaching the sport, and raise the 
quality of the instruction.”

The USTA-U teams have been build-
ing the framework, including content 
access, for the new requirements. The 
time frame for certifi cation of new pros 
may take nine to 12 months to com-
plete, and would include approximately 
1,500 hours of education (including 
eight days of face-to-face instruction), 
another 250 or so hours of online in-
struction, and a combination of another 
1,200 hours of work experience that 
includes on-the-job training, work with 
a professional mentor, and attendance 
at professional development events.

“We want to ensure entry-level 
instructors are competent in delivering 
quality coaching principles to begin-
ning to low-intermediate players of all 
ages,” says Keller.

In addition to a grounding in the 
basics of technical and tactical in-
struction, Keller says, “The tennis 
professional of tomorrow is going to 

PRO CERTIFICATION

Standard Solutions
The USTA, PTR and USPTA are fi nding 
common ground to raise the bar for 
credentialing teaching pros.
By Kent Oswald
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be well-rounded by adding areas such 
as an introduction to officiating; how 
to create and manage teams and run 
tournaments; working with wheelchair 
and adaptive players; apply sports sci-
ence; and incorporate technology into 
education, to name a few.”

Setting the Standards
It is an ambitious agenda, and anyone 
familiar with tennis is aware of the 
delicate balancing act it can be to get 
all stakeholders on board for such a 
far-reaching change to the status quo. 
Fortunately, there appears to be  
common ground among the USTA, PTR 
and USPTA. 

Both teaching professional orga-
nizations were already investing in 
new programs that were using recent 
advances in sports science to bolster 
the preparation and education of their 
membership. And while the USTA 
believes that, as the national governing 
body, part of its role is to “set the stan-
dards,” the actual certifying agencies 
each see their mission as taking their 
membership to new heights.

Recognizing the need to continue to 
improve the process for their 16,000 
members, as well as those who will 
come through the ranks in the future, 
the PTR introduced a new Level 1 path-
way for coaching certification this past 
year. In addition to updating all the 
shared information regarding junior 
development through school play and 
into bettering the adult tennis player 
experience, the PTR increased the 
number of hours of face-to-face educa-
tion necessary for certification. The 
2020 plan is for a new Level II pathway 
as well. But even with that, the organi-
zation is ready for more.

“We 100 percent believe in [this 
USTA initiative] as an organiza-
tion,” says PTR CEO Dan Santorum. 
“Coaches are excited about this. This 
is something we have really wanted 
to see, in terms of raising the level of 
professionalization in the sport.”

PTR COO Brian Parkkonen says that 
instead of being put off by the higher 
standards, new coaches coming into the 
game will see the raised standards “as 
opportunities, not challenges.” 
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With research that suggests half of 
this country’s teaching pros are not yet 
certified, Parkkonen explains that, “The 
big challenge is for the clubs to buy into 
this program and insist on only hiring 
certified pros.” He looks forward to the 
USTA wielding its influence with clubs 
regarding the hiring of more certified 
teaching pros at those locations.

Benefits to Pros and Clubs
The USPTA has conducted over 150 cer-
tification exams based in specific teach-
ing criteria, ranging from teaching skills 
to sports science to business concepts, 
and COO Fred Viancos sees opportuni-
ties for his group’s 15,000 members 
through working with the USTA. 

“Our membership will benefit from 
higher standards,” Viancos says. “Each 
professional [will become] more famil-
iar with newer and modern trends.”

Like everyone in the industry, Vian-
cos acknowledges today’s challenges in 
terms of how much teaching pros need 
to know in order to thrive in an increas-
ingly complex recreation marketplace. 

“New certification will be extensive, 

as it will require work experience  
along with continuing education  
requirements,” he explains. 

The requirement for additional time 
and education to complete certifica-
tion compared to the past is because, as 
Viancos notes, “The amount of com-
petition for consumer time and dollars 
is extremely high. Also, consumers are 
more sophisticated when it comes to 
shopping and activity experiences.”

Continuing education and profes-
sional development are big pushes, but 
right now the focus for the introduc-
tion of more robust standards will be 
to those new to the profession. Keller 
is adamant that getting everyone to 
work together will make sure players—
whether taking lessons on public courts 
or through their club membership—will 
receive premium instruction from those 
knowledgeable in the newest methods, 
content and educational standards. 

“We feel entry-level coaches will be 
set up for a more successful start at the 
beginning of their career,” Keller says, 
“rather than have them go from place 
to place to learn their craft.” •

We felt it was critical to make an impactful change by  
improving the delivery system of the game, attract more people 
into teaching the sport, and raise the quality of the instruction.
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